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Why should we consider a CNC plate roll?
Workforce, consistency, productivity needs point to upgrading to a CNC plate bending roll

   

 By Steve Addy   February 25, 2020   Article   Tube and Pipe Fabrication   Join Discussion

Say that you have an older plate rolling machine. The machine components may be worn and the hydraulics are inef�cient,
possibly causing loss of pressure. But because your lead fabricator responsible for rolling has an intimate knowledge of the
machine’s weaknesses, he can work his magic with the old machine and achieve acceptable results—if time restraints are not
critical.

The question is, what happens to your capabilities if this guy decides to leave for whatever reason? Finding a replacement with
the required skill set would be very dif�cult, and training an existing employee could take months.

You may not have considered bringing plate rolling in-house because of the skill level needed to produce parts consistently,
accurately, and quickly. As a result, you continue to outsource all your plate rolling work at a cost.

There are many reasons to consider investing in a CNC plate bending roll other than a skills shortage:

 |  |  |  | 

There are many reasons to upgrade to a CNC plate bending roll.
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Consistent leading and trailing edges

Consistent accuracy

Consistent shape production

Simple development of irregular shapes

Reliability for both low and high volumes

Automation in varying degrees

Simple Programming, Consistency

CNC facilitates simple programming and consistency with varying degrees of automation.

On fully automated lines, the plate is loaded automatically onto the feeding table. Motorized alignment ensures that the plate is
parallel to roll input, the material is prebent, rolled, and supported. Then it is auto ejected and transferred to the welding
station. 

On an automated line, plate rolling is not necessarily the only operation. It is part of upstream and downstream processes, such
as welding.

The CNC has to be powerful enough to control all the different axes, not only those of the roll bender, but also of all the other
accessories such as the feeding table, plate centering, lateral and top supports, and clamping devices. The entire process has to
be flexible enough to synchronize with the other operations on the line.

Automated lines can incorporate some manual operations. For example, they can have manual feed, automated rolling, and
manual part removal.

It’s important to recognize that CNC is not going to completely replace the operator!

All the parameters can be entered into the CNC, but in reality, material thickness and yield strength can vary, and every
difference from the programmed parameters can result in a variation, from design to workpiece.

Today’s new workforce does not come with the skills and years of experience to rely on. The user-friendly interface of a CNC augments their
capabilities.
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An operator has to be involved to adjust the parameters as needed. However, this operator does not have to be a rolling expert.
Once he has adjusted the program, the plate roll operation can be run in automated mode.

Roll Bending for the Next-Gen Workforce

It’s happening in the U.S. It’s happening in Europe. It’s happening all over the world. It’s very dif�cult to �nd young talent willing
to work with old technology. Young workers have different expectations, and this involves machines with user-friendly interfaces
that are intuitive. CNC plate rolling machines promote simpler operation and faster learning to meet today’s workforce
challenges.

Manufacturing companies face huge challenges; intensi�ed pressure; and the need to reduce production time, improve
flexibility, and increase quality while reducing energy consumption.

Trading up to CNC technology can help fabricators meet those challenges. Features such as systems diagnosis, teleservice,
management control, drawing imports, and rolling and production lot statistics are helping the manufacturers of today face the
challenges of tomorrow.

Steve Addy is executive vice president, technical sales and business development for Faccin S.p.A., Via dell’Industria 19, 25010
Visano, Brescia, Italy, 412-965-0067, steve.addy@faccin.com.

A hot water tank is rolled as a simple cylinder and usually is produced in an automated line at high volumes.
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